Crown Moulding

James Hardie is proud to announce that through it’s HardieTrim® brand it
has developed the first fully shaped fiber cement building material product
called HardieTrim® Crown Moulding. It is a highly durable and dimensionally
stable trim accessory that can be used as window ornamentals and to
enhance the design of the roof line. It has the same attributes as HardieTrim
boards in that it offers a low maintenance solution with significant curve
detail to add design and beauty to any home.

Crown Moulding
The Newest Addition to the HardieTrim Product Family
®

HardieTrim® Crown Mouldings are available in two moulding profile sizes
3.25” and 5.25”. The new HardieTrim Crown mouldings are manufactured
as part of the HardieZone™ System which provides exterior products with
specific performance attributes relative to the climate where the product
is being used. So now your complete exterior can be protected by James
Hardie® products.
Length: 10’
Widths: 3.25”, 5.25”
Weight: 3.2 lb/sq ft
Available Primed or with ColorPlus® Technology

HardieTrim Crown Mouldings perform well in all climates which allows the
product to maintain long term aesthetics compared to wood. Also unlike
PVC trims HardieTrim Crown Moulding are dimensionally stable while
PVC expands and contracts with change in temperatures. When using a
HardieTrim Crown Moulding with a ColorPlus® Technology you will maintain

Roof Line

Windows

a beautiful consistent, durable color; unmatched by field painting or third
party pre-finishers. HardieTrim crown mouldings also come with a 15-year
limited, transferable product warranty.
HardieTrim Crown Mouldings can be used in various applications such as, a
decorative trim transition from frieze board to soffit, window headers and as
a gable trim accent.

Porches

Basic Composition
Portland cement, ground sand, cellulose fiber, select additives and water.
Product contains no asbestos, glass fibers or formaldehyde.
Finish HardieTrim Products
All primed HardieTrim products must be painted. Please refer to paint
manufacture’s specifications for application. Products with ColorPlus
Technology do not need to be painted, as they come pre-finished with a
15-year finish warranty.
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